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In conventional biomedical photoacoustic tomography �PAT�, ultrasonic pulses generated through
the absorption of nanosecond pulses of near-infrared light are recorded over an array of detectors
and used to recover an image of the initial acoustic pressure distribution within soft tissue. This
image is related to the tissue optical coefficients and therefore carries information about the tissue
physiology. For high resolution imaging, a large-area detector array with a high density of small,
sensitive elements is required. Such arrays can be expensive, so reverberant-field PAT has been
suggested as a means of obtaining PAT images using arrays with a smaller number of detectors. By
recording the reflections from an acoustically reverberant cavity surrounding the sample, in addition
to the primary acoustic pulse, sufficient information may be captured to allow an image to be
reconstructed without the need for a large-area array. An initial study using two-dimensional
simulations was performed to assess the feasibility of using a single detector for PAT. It is shown
that reverberant-field data recorded at a single detector are sufficient to reconstruct the initial
pressure distribution accurately, so long as the shape of the reverberant cavity makes it ray-chaotic.
The practicalities of such an approach to photoacoustic imaging are discussed.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3068445�
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade or so, the potential of photoacoustic
tomography1 �PAT� to become a useful biomedical imaging
tool has been clearly demonstrated.2–6 For imaging soft-
tissue to depths where the effect of optical scattering be-
comes too great for “ballistic” optical imaging modalities,
e.g., optical microscopy or optical coherence tomography,
PAT provides a means of obtaining an image based on opti-
cal contrast but still with good resolution �typically
�100 �m at depths of 5–10 mm�. It is a hybrid technique in
the sense that optical pulses are used to generate ultrasonic
pulses within the tissue. The absorption of short �nanosec-
ond� laser pulses by tissue chromophores results in a small
but rapid increase in the local pressure, which then propa-
gates as a high frequency ultrasonic pulse �tens of mega-
hertz�. These ultrasonic pulses are recorded by a detector
array and, via a numerical reconstruction algorithm, used to
form an image.

The spatially varying pressure rise caused when the light
energy is absorbed is called the “initial pressure distribu-
tion.” It is this that a PAT image represents, and it is propor-
tional to the optical energy per unit volume absorbed by the
tissue. As this is closely related to the optical absorption
coefficient, PAT images are related to the distribution of the
chromophores contained in the tissue and carry information
about the tissue structure and function. Because of this reli-
ance on optical absorption, PAT has the potential to be used
spectroscopically, so could be used in applications such as
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molecular imaging, in which an image of the distribution of
endogenous or exogeneous chromophores with known opti-
cal absorption spectra is obtained.7–10

Current experimental PAT systems use arrays of detec-
tors to collect data over a sufficiently large measurement
surface to form an image. This becomes expensive as the
demand for better resolution, and therefore larger arrays, in-
creases. In addition, for a real time imaging system, each of
the detector array elements requires dedicated electronics,
further increasing the cost. For targets that can be enclosed,
or partially enclosed, by an acoustically reverberant cavity, it
has been shown that by using the information stored in the
reverberant field, the size of the measurement surface �and
therefore the number of detection points� can be reduced
without losing image quality.11 This paper suggests taking
this approach one step further: using a single point measure-
ment of the reverberation of a photoacoustically generated
signal within an acoustically reverberant cavity to form a
PAT image. This is applicable only to targets that can be
enclosed by the reverberant cavity, but avoids both the use of
a large and expensive array and point-by-point scanning.
Two-dimensional numerical examples are used to demon-
strate how good quality PAT images could be obtained from
measurements made using just a single ultrasound detector in
a chaotic cavity, and the advantages, practicalities, and limi-
tations of such a scheme are discussed.

II. PHOTOACOUSTIC IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Consider a short laser pulse incident on some optically
heterogeneous biological tissue �such as skin�. A region of

slightly increased pressure, p0�x�, is generated locally wher-
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ever the optical energy is absorbed �such as in a blood ves-
sel�. When the laser pulse duration is much shorter than the
acoustic travel time across a characteristic distance of p0

�such as the vessel diameter�, the subsequent acoustic propa-
gation can be modeled as an initial value problem for the
wave equation with the initial conditions p�x� �t=0= p0�x� and
dp /dt �t=0=0. In conventional PAT, an image of p0�x� is re-
constructed from measurements of the acoustic pressure
waves p�xs , t� made by detectors placed at points xs on a
measurement surface S enclosing V, where supp�p0��V.
�Usually the detectors are assumed to be much smaller than
the shortest acoustic wavelength in the pulse, and omnidirec-
tional, which is never quite the case in practice.�

In the past decade or so, numerous algorithms to recover
p0�x� from p�xs , t� have been proposed. For recent reviews
see Refs. 5 and 12. The algorithms differ in the measurement
geometries assumed �e.g., spherical, cylindrical, planar, and
arbitrary�, in the types of solution �e.g., closed form, infinite
series, and numerical�, and in their computational efficiency.
However, all the algorithms make the simplifying assump-
tion that the measurement surface is acoustically transparent
and does not affect the free-field propagation of the photoa-
coustically generated waves. �Experimentally this assump-
tion has been accommodated by truncating the measurements
before any reflections, e.g., from other parts of the measure-
ment apparatus, are received, i.e., by time-gating out any
reflections.� The image reconstruction described in this paper
is quite different in the sense that the free-field assumption is
not made, and the reflected or reverberant field is included in
the formulation.

A. Limited-view problem

Experimental imaging studies have been carried out us-
ing circular, cylindrical, spherical, and planar measurement
surfaces. With a spherical measurement surface enclosing V
it is possible to record the photoacoustic waves traveling
away from the source in all directions. With a planar mea-
surement surface at most half of the waves can be recorded,
as a plane cannot surround the source region. Nevertheless, if
the plane is infinite in extent this is still sufficient informa-
tion to recover the source exactly, as shown by Anastasio et
al.13 In practice, an actual planar measurement surface will
have a finite size, and not even half of the emitted waves can
be recorded. This loss of information means that there are
insufficient data to reconstruct the image exactly. The ap-
proximation of an infinite or closed measurement surface by
one of limited extents—the “limited view,” “partial scan,” or
“finite aperture” problem—therefore leads to artifacts and
distortion in the reconstructed image. �It has been shown14–16

that the edge of a source region �an abrupt change in ab-
sorbed energy density� can be reconstructed stably only if the
normal to the edge crosses the measurement surface. For a
spherical measurement surface enclosing V this is readily
achievable, but, as hinted at above, for a single planar mea-
surement surface it is necessary for it to extend to infinity to
fulfill this requirement.� In practice, image reconstruction al-
gorithms designed with a complete measurement surface in

mind, e.g., a sphere or an infinite plane, are applied to partial
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data sets with the missing information implicitly replaced by
zeros, even though such an extension of the data is clearly
unphysical. The use of range conditions to constrain the ex-
tension of the data to be more realistic has been proposed,17

but this does not overcome the fundamental lack of data.

B. Reverberant-field PAT

When approximating an infinite planar measurement
surface by one of finite extent, one way to ameliorate the
limited-view problem is to reflect the sound back onto the
measurement surface by placing acoustically reflecting walls
perpendicular to, and at the ends of, the planar measurement
aperture. The effect of this is to introduce an infinite, peri-
odically repeating array of acoustic image sources. The data
can now be extended periodically so that p�xs , t� is known
over the entire infinite measurement plane, even though it
was only recorded over a finite region. An efficient recon-
struction algorithm that exploits the periodicity exists for this
case.11,18 In effect, the information that would have been lost
is retained in the reverberant field set up between the reflect-
ing walls.

This use of a reverberant acoustic field for imaging is in
contrast to most image reconstruction algorithms, which, as
mentioned above, suppose that the measurement surface sits
within an acoustic free-field, i.e., the waves emanating from
the photoacoustic source p0 travel outward through the mea-
surement surface, unimpeded and unaffected by either the
measurement surface itself or any other obstacles. The use of
acoustic reflectors, in addition to being one way to tackle the
limited-view problem, suggests that smaller detector arrays
could replace larger ones without sacrificing the quality of
the images, if reverberation can be used to replace the miss-
ing data. The question then naturally arises as to how far this
idea can be taken. For instance, if p0 is restricted to a box
with reflecting walls, as shown in Fig. 1, is it possible to
reconstruct p0 from measurements of the reverberant field at
a single point?19

III. RECTANGULAR CAVITY BACKPROJECTION

As a first step, consider the simple scenario: can the
position of a single point source �which emits one impulse�
be reconstructed from the times at which the pulse and its
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FIG. 1. A rectangular reverberant cavity with a single detector at point
�xd ,yd� and a point source.
reflections arrive at a single detector? For a rectangular cav-
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ity, the reflections from the walls can be represented by im-
age sources, which make the calculations of the arrival times
straightforward and provide a simple geometrical way to un-
derstand the problem. �Two-dimensional examples are used
throughout this paper for ease of presentation and in order to
limit the calculation times, but the same principles apply in
three dimensions �3D�.�

Figure 1 shows a 15 mm�20 mm cavity with a single
point source and a single point omnidirectional detector, and
Fig. 2�a� illustrates the idea of image sources due to the
single point source within the reverberant cavity. The image
sources within a circle of radius ct, where c is the speed of
sound, contribute to the signal measured at the detector up to
time t. If the source emits a pulse at time t=0, then the times
of arrival of the pulse and its reflections can be straightfor-
wardly calculated by using this notion of image sources:
each image source supplies one pulse at time �r /c�, where r
is the distance between the detector and the image source.
The effect of geometrical spreading on the waves was in-
cluded by reducing the amplitude by a factor of 1 /�r �in 3D
this would be 1 /r�. At this initial stage no attempt has been
made to model the photoacoustic wave propagation more
realistically than this, although it is fully modeled in the
other examples given below and in Sec. IV. Figure 3 shows
the impulse train p�t� that would be recorded by a detector
positioned in the corner, �xd ,yd�= �0 mm, 20 mm�, due to a
point source at �8 mm, 7 mm�. �There are three times at
which two reflections have coincided exactly and therefore
have twice the amplitude of the neighboring pulses.�

In Fig. 2�a�, rays connecting the image sources to the
detector have been drawn. Of course, the image sources emit
rays in all directions, but it is clear from Fig. 2�a� that the
direction in which the detected ray leaves its image source
can, and usually will, be different for different image
sources. This implies that many of the normals to the edge of
the source will reach a single measurement point sooner or

ct

image
sources

(a)

FIG. 2. Image sources and detectors. The shaded region is the actual rectan
circle of radius ct have contributed to the signal measured at the detector by
to the omnidirectional detector, which records the times of arrivals of the
reconstructing the position of a point source. The circles illustrate the backpr
showing that they coincide at the source point.
later. Given that the normals to the edges of a source are
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required to cross the measurement surface for that edge to be
stably reconstructed, as mentioned in Sec. II A, this suggests
that it might be possible to reconstruct the edges of the
source accurately from a measurement at a single detector.

By considering the symmetries of the cavity in Fig. 1, it
is clear that for some detector positions it is not possible to
determine the point source uniquely, as point sources at two
different positions can give identical pulse trains. For ex-
ample, if the detector lies on any axis of reflection or rotation
symmetry then it is not possible to associate the pulse train
with a unique source. However, if the detector is placed
away from these symmetry axes, then it is possible to locate
the point source uniquely. To demonstrate this, the concept of
image detectors—the detector equivalents of image
sources—will be introduced.

The pulse train in Fig. 3 was calculated by determining
the distance �and therefore propagation time� between the
detector and a set of image sources, as described above. Each
image source represents one reflection, and therefore contrib-
utes one pulse to the pulse train. It could equally well have
been generated by calculating the distance between the actual

age
etectors

b)

cavity; the other rectangles are images. �a� Image sources. Those within a
t, where c is the sound speed. Rays are shown connecting the image sources
s but not their directions. �b� Image detectors. These can be useful when

ion of three impulses received at the detector for three of the image sources,
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pulse train of arrival times (ms)

FIG. 3. The first 0.25 ms of the train of pulses received by the detector as
calculated using image sources. The amplitude shows cylindrical spreading
�ct dependence �sound speed c=1500 m /s�. On three occasions two pulses
arrive at the detector simultaneously, hence the three pulses with larger
im
d

(
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pulse
oject
amplitude.
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source position and a set of image detectors. The measured
signal at each hypothetical image detector would consist of a
single pulse, indicating the distance from the source. If these
measured signals are denoted pi�t� for image detectors i
=1, . . . , then the pulse train for the actual detector would be
the summation of the individual signals, p�t�=�ipi�t�. Each
image detector represents one reflection and, as with the im-
age sources, contributes one pulse to the measured pulse
train. If it were possible to measure the signals pi�t� individu-
ally, then the position and amplitude of the point source
could be determined by summing the backprojections of
each pi�t�

p0�x� � �
i=1

N 	��x − di�
N


pi��x − di�/c� , �1�

where di is the position of the image detector i, and the term
��x−di� was included to account for the cylindrical spread-
ing. This will give the position and amplitude of the point
source exactly in the limit N→�. In practice, the set of
signals �pi�t� ; i=1, . . .� is not measured, but only its summa-
tion p�t�. Replacing pi�t� with p�t� in Eq. �1� gives an ap-
proximate backprojection formula

p0�x� � �
i=1

N 	��x − di�
N


p��x − di�/c� . �2�

Figure 2�b� illustrates the principle by showing the back-
projection of three pulse arrival times from the actual detec-
tor position and two image detectors, and the three coincide
only at the source point. The backprojection of the time se-
ries in Fig. 3, from the 25 image detectors nearest to the
actual detector, gives the image in Fig. 4. It is clear that with
only this single measurement, the source position can never-
theless be located accurately and uniquely. This is similar to
single channel time-reversal imaging to locate point sources,
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FIG. 4. Backprojecting the train of pulses from the nearest 500 image de-
tectors shows that the point source can be located. The detector is located at
the corner �0 mm, 20 mm� and the source is at �8 mm, 7 mm�.
which is discussed further in Sec. V.
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Next, the same backprojection was used to reconstruct
an estimate of the initial pressure distribution from a simu-
lated photoacoustic time series “measurement” rather than
just pulse arrival times. The “measured” signal in Fig. 5 was
simulated using a k-space method20 from the initial pressure
distribution shown in Fig. 6�A�. The detector was positioned
close to the corner at �0.03 mm,19.96 mm�, and 1% Gaussian
noise was added. Figure 6�B� shows the results of back-
projecting the 0.5 ms duration time series from the 500 im-
age detector positions nearest to the actual detector. It is
apparent that the main features of the initial pressure distri-
butions have been recovered, but also that the image is con-
taminated by artifacts and noise. A second example, which
will be compared to the modal reconstruction approach de-
scribed in Sec. IV, is also shown in Fig. 7. �These images are
placed later in the text to allow the comparison with the
images generated using other techniques to be made easily.�
The initial pressure distribution, Fig. 7�A�, consists of nine
small circular sources with Gaussian profiles which are just
about located accurately in the image, Fig. 7�B�, but the er-
rors due to artifacts are so significant that the image quality
is poor.

IV. MODAL RECONSTRUCTION

The backprojection reconstruction described in Sec. III
can give at best a crude approximation to the true initial
pressure distribution. Furthermore, it is only simple to imple-
ment when the reverberant cavity is a regular shape, such as
a rectangle, because the positions of the image detectors can
then be calculated straightforwardly. For a more accurate re-
construction, and one that could be applied to cavities of
more general shape, a reconstruction based on the acoustic
modes of a cavity was used. This has the advantage that it is
based more closely on the physics of the system, it is exact
�within the limits imposed by ill-posedness� and is generally
applicable, in that mode shapes and eigenvalues can be cal-
culated for a cavity of any shape.

A. General case

A photoacoustically generated acoustic pressure field at
a point �x ,y� in a reverberant cavity, at a time t, can be
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FIG. 5. The first part of a photoacoustic time series simulated from the
initial pressure distribution in Fig. 6�A� for the point �0.03 mm, 19.96 mm�.
written as a sum of normal modes
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p�x,y,t� = �
m

Am�m�x,y�cos��mt� , �3�

where subscript m indicates the mode with amplitude Am,
modal frequency �m, and normalized mode shape �m�x ,y�.
In this notation, the initial pressure distribution is

p0�x,y� = �
m

Am�m�x,y� , �4�

and it is clear that �p /�t �t=0=0, i.e., the particle velocity is
initially zero, which is true for photoacoustic waves. By dis-
cretizing the continuous variables x, y, and t as xn, yn, and ti,
where n=0, . . . ,N and i=0, . . . ,T, Eqs. �3� and �4� can be
written in matrix-vector form

p = MtA, p0 = M0A , �5�

where p= �p�xd ,yd , t0� , . . . , p�xd ,yd , tT��T, p0= �p0�x0 ,y0� ,
. . . , p0�xN ,yN��T, and A= �A0 , . . . ,AM�T. M is the total num-
ber of modes that are included in the reconstruction. Each
column of the N�M matrix M0 contains the shape of a
single mode m at all the points �xn ,yn�, n=0, . . . ,N

M0�n,m� = �m�xn,yn� , �6�

and each column of the T�M matrix Mt contains the values
of a single mode m at the detector position �xd ,yd� at all the
time points ti, i=0, . . . ,T

Mt�i,m� = �m�xd,yd�cos��mti� . �7�

The matrices M0 and Mt can be generated in advance from
knowledge of the mode shapes and frequencies of the cavity.
For simple geometries these may be known analytically; oth-
erwise it might be necessary to calculate them numerically
using the finite element �FE� method, for instance. �In which
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FIG. 6. �A� Circular initial pressure distribution used to generate the time ser
the 500 image detector positions nearest to the actual detector. The circular in
and noise.
case it would also be possible to take into account known
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variations in the acoustic parameters within the cavity, such
as sound speed heterogeneities.�

From Eq. �5� it is clear that an approximation to p0 can
be found from the measured time series, p, in two steps: first,
estimate the modal amplitudes A by inverting the first equa-
tion,

A = Mt
−1p , �8�

and then use the second equation to obtain an estimate for p0.
Written as one equation these two operations are

p0 = M0Mt
−1p , �9�

which could also be written as

p0 = Greverb
−1 p , �10�

where the columns of the Green’s function matrix Greverb

contain the time series �impulse response functions� that
would be recorded at �xd ,yd� due to impulses leaving the
points �xn ,yn�, n=0, . . . ,N, at time t=0. For simple geom-
etries Greverb can be found analytically; when the boundary is
more complex, Greverb could in principle be constructed col-
umn by column from time domain calculations of the im-
pulse response functions. Clearly, Greverb

−1 =M0Mt
−1.

Equations �9� and �10� show that the success of this
imaging approach depends on the invertibility of the matrix
Mt �or Greverb�. This in turn depends on the geometry of the
cavity, as will be shown below by comparing the reconstruc-
tion using a rectangular cavity with that in a chaotic cavity �a
quarter Sinai billiard�.

B. Rectangular cavity

For a rectangular cavity, the mode shapes are separable
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Fig. 5. �B� Image formed by backprojecting the reverberant time series from
pressure distribution has been recovered, but the image suffers from artifacts
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in x and y and take on simple forms, so Eq. �3� becomes
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p�x,y,t� = �
k,l

Akl cos�k�x/Lx�cos�l�y/Ly�cos��klt� , �11�

where k=0, . . . ,K, l=0, . . . ,L, and each pair �k , l� corre-
sponds to a single mode with amplitude Akl, modal frequency

�kl = c��k�/Lx�2 + �l�/Ly�2, �12�

and mode shape cos�k�x /Lx�cos�l�y /Ly�. Similarly, Eq. �4�
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p0�x,y� = �
k,l

Akl cos�k�x/Lx�cos�l�y/Ly� . �13�

Each column of the N�KL matrix M0 contains, therefore,
the shape of a single mode �k , l� at all the points �xn ,yn�:

M0�n,�k,l�� = cos	 k�xn

Lx

cos	 l�yn

Ly

 , �14�

and each column of the T�KL matrix Mt contains the values
of a single mode �k , l� at the detector position �xd ,yd� at the
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Mt�i,�k,l�� = cos	 k�xd

Lx

cos	 l�yd

Ly

cos��klti� . �15�

This modal reconstruction approach was used to esti-
mate the initial pressure distribution shown in Fig. 7�A� from
the same single time series measurement �not shown� that
was used to reconstruct Fig. 7�B�. The T�1 vector of mea-
sured data, p, included 1% Gaussian noise and consisted of
T=1600 equally spaced samples with tmax=0.16 ms, and the
15 mm�20 mm reconstruction mesh consisted of N=90
�90=8100 rectangular pixels. Matrix Mt was constructed
with the 1000 lowest frequency modes, and its singular value
decomposition �SVD� was calculated using MATLAB’s SVD
function, which uses LAPACK’s DGESVD routine. The singu-
lar value spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. The physical signifi-
cance of the very small singular values will be discussed
below, but numerically they make Mt ill-conditioned, and
therefore its �pseudo�inverse is very sensitive to noise in the
data. Regularization must be included to suppress the noise,
and here a truncated-SVD inversion was used. The mean
squared error between the estimated and true images is
shown, again with + symbols, in Fig. 7�F� as a function of
the truncation order. Figure 7�C� shows the image with the
truncation order set to 770 singular values. This reconstruc-
tion is much more accurate than the backprojection, Fig.
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7�B�, but it still used less than 80% of the available modes,
as many had to be discarded in order to regularize the solu-
tion. If a way could be found to improve the conditioning of
the matrix Mt, so that more modes can be included in the
inversion, it should be possible to improve the accuracy of
the image further.

C. Modal degeneracy

The columns of matrix Mt are given by Eq. �7�, and each
one is a scaled cosine oscillating with modal frequency �m.
For Mt to be invertible it is necessary that the columns are
linearly independent. This can only be the case when no two
modal frequencies are the same, i.e., �m��n ∀m ,n. In the
case of a rectangular cavity, the modal frequencies are given
by Eq. �12�, so many modes have the same modal frequency,
and the condition does not hold. This modal degeneracy
gives rise to the practically zero singular values in the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 8 and thus to the noninvertibility of Mt.
In order to improve the conditioning of Mt, therefore, it is
necessary to choose a cavity shape that minimizes the num-
ber of modes with the same modal frequency. Cavity shapes
with this property are already known from the study of
waves in reverberant cavities known as quantum or wave
chaos.21–23 Indeed, the eigenvalues for cavities of different
shapes have been studied in some depth, and it has been
shown that the distributions of the spacings between the ei-
genvalues �or modes� take on quite precise and universal
forms which depend on the shape of the cavity. Figure 9�a� is
a histogram showing the distribution of the spaces between
the lowest 4000 modal frequencies in a 20 mm�15.1 mm
rectangular cavity as a function of normalized modal spac-
ing, s �modal spacing/number of modes included�. This dis-
tribution agrees closely with Poisson’s distribution exp�−s�,
also shown, as is expected for integrable cavities such as this.
�An integrable cavity is one in which Hamilton’s equations
describing the cavity’s ray dynamics form an integrable sys-
tem.� It is notable that this distribution, which applies uni-
versally to any cavity of this type, has its peak at a modal
spacing of zero. This is of practical significance because it
means that there will be many degenerate modal frequencies,
and therefore imperfect image reconstruction, for any inte-
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grable cavity. �In fact, it is even worse than this for the case
investigated in Sec. IV B. When the sides of a rectangular
cavity are in simple ratios there is an even larger peak close
to zero spacing.23 The cavity used in Sec. IV B was
20 mm�15 mm, not 20 mm�15.1 mm, and the resulting
increase in degeneracy is shown in Fig. 9�a� with dotted
lines.� If the modal frequencies were spaced so that no two
modes share the same modal frequency, and degeneracy is
thereby reduced, then the columns of Mt would be linearly
independent and more of the modes can be used in the re-
construction, leading to more accurate imaging. That this is
true for chaotic cavities is shown in Fig. 9�b� and discussed
below.

D. Chaotic cavity

Although the description given for the acoustic field in
Sec. IV A was in terms of modes, ray descriptions can also
be helpful and intuitive. According to this model, rays are
emitted from a source, reflect specularly from the walls of
the reverberant cavity, and contribute to the detected signal
when they pass through the measurement point. Consider
rays emitted in all directions from a source. For some cavity
geometries some of these rays will never reach the detector.
They may, for instance, follow a periodic orbit around the
cavity never encountering the measurement point if it is not
on their orbit. The rectangular cavity used here is one ex-
ample of a type of cavity in which this can happen. It seems
intuitive that if some of the rays from a point do not encoun-
ter the detector, then that point cannot be reconstructed ex-
actly from the measured data. It seems clear, when thinking
in terms of rays, that what is required is a cavity in which
every ray travels through every point in the cavity, without
getting trapped into periodic orbits. Such a cavity is termed a
chaotic �or ray-chaotic� cavity.

To convert the 20 mm�15 mm cavity used so far into a
chaotic cavity, a quadrant of a circle of radius 7 mm, cen-
tered at �0,0�, was removed to form a “quarter Sinai billiard.”
�A Sinai billiard is a rectangular cavity with a circle re-
moved from the center.� The modal spacing distribution
for all chaotic cavities follows Wigner’s distribution,
�� /2�s exp�−��s2 /4��, shown as the solid line in Fig. 9�b�,
and the distribution of the spacings of the first 4000 modes of
the quarter Sinai billiard clearly follows this trend. The prin-
cipal point to note is that in a Wigner distribution, there are
no modal spacings of zero, i.e., no two modes have the same
modal frequency. This is exactly what was required to im-
prove the conditioning of Mt and to lead to better images.

The modal frequencies of the chaotic cavity cannot be
calculated using simple algebraic expressions, as they can for
the rectangular case, and so a FE model was used. A FE
simulation was constructed in MATLAB and the function
sptarn was used to calculate the eigenvalues �Arnoldi es-
timates� and eigenvectors of the cavity, and thereby construct
matrix Mt. A different FE mesh and the MATLAB function
hyperbolic were used to calculate the measured photoa-
coustic time series for a detector at �0.03 mm, 19.96 mm�,
and 1% Gaussian noise was added. The reconstruction was

performed, as above, using a truncated SVD. The singular
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value spectrum is shown in Fig. 10 �dots� alongside the SVD
spectrum from the rectangular case �+�, and it shows that the
modal degeneracy has been removed so almost all the modes
can now be used in the reconstruction without causing ill-
conditioning.

Figure 7�A� shows an initial pressure distribution used
to compare the three reconstructions: simple backprojection
�Fig. 7�B��, modal inversion in a rectangular cavity �Fig.
7�C��, and modal inversion with the chaotic cavity �Fig.
7�D��.

Figure 7�D� shows the image recovered when 920
modes were included, which when compared to Fig. 7�C�
shows better recovery of both the amplitudes and the shapes
of the circles. The improvement in the reconstruction of the
amplitudes is confirmed by Fig. 7�E�, which shows profiles
at y=10 mm through the images in Figs. 7�A�–7�D�, corre-
sponding to the exact p0 �solid line�, p0 reconstructed using
backprojection �dashed�, modal reconstruction with rectan-
gular cavity �dot-dashed�, and reconstruction with chaotic
cavity �dotted�. Figure 7�F� shows the mean squared error as
a function of the truncation order for the rectangular �cross�
and chaotic �open circle� cavities. A much larger percentage
of the modes can be used in the chaotic case, and the error is
consequently significantly lower than in the rectangular case.

A second example comparing reverberant PAT imaging
in the rectangular and chaotic cavities was also calculated.
The inversions were performed exactly as before but for the
initial pressure distribution shown in Fig. 11�A�. The images
for the rectangular and chaotic cavities are given in Figs.
11�B� and 11�C�, and profiles through these images at y
=15 mm are shown in Fig. 11�D�. Again it is clear that the
chaotic cavity gives better results in terms of both amplitude
and shape.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Matrix inversion

The aim of this paper is to suggest and try to demon-
strate that it might be possible to use a single point measure-
ment of reverberation to do photoacoustic imaging. To this
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end, simple two-dimensional examples have been given, in
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which a SVD was used to calculate the matrix inversions.
The SVD provides a fundamental decomposition of the ma-
trices, and as such helps to provide insight into the reasons
why a chaotic cavity is preferable to an integrable one. �It is
worth noting that the inversion of Mt only needs to be per-
formed once for each geometry, i.e., cavity shape and detec-
tor position, so for a particular experimental arrangement
Mt

−1 could be precalculated, and each image formed with a
single matrix-vector multiplication. It does not need to be
calculated for every new initial pressure distribution.� The
SVD is only one way to calculate the inversions, and the
truncated SVD the only one way to regularize the solution.
The literature on algorithms to estimate matrix inversions
and regularization is substantial, and there is insufficient
space here for a study of which algorithms are best suited to
this particular problem. In some cases, perhaps for large-
scale problems, a different method altogether may be advan-
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tageous. For instance, an optimization approach, in which a
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norm of the error between the measured data and a model is
minimized, may have computational benefits as well as the
advantage that a constraint could be added to the cost func-
tion to include the prior information that p0 must be non-
negative everywhere.

B. Model assumptions

In the analysis above, a number of idealizations were
made to simplify the situation. For instance, it was assumed
that the sound speed is the same everywhere within the cav-
ity, that there is no bulk acoustic absorption, and that the
walls are perfectly reflecting �have a reflection coefficient of
1�. In practice these assumptions will not quite be true, and
the sound field will differ from the model, especially at
higher frequencies where the absorption may be significant.
The time series used in the examples was 0.5 ms duration,
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0.75 m, or almost 40 times the length of the cavity. The high
frequency part of the signal will suffer in two ways over this
distance: it will be susceptible to being scattered by localized
sound speed heterogeneities and it may be strongly absorbed
through the bulk absorption of the medium. Both of these
effects will act to reduce the spatial resolution achievable in
the image. To counter these effects, both the spatial variation
in sound speed and the absorption could be included in the
model, if they are known beforehand, and the mode shapes,
frequencies, and amplitudes could then be calculated taking
these variations into account. When the high frequency ab-
sorption is significant, however, the acoustic pressure signal
may fall well below the noise floor, and regularization will
be required in the inversion to ensure a stable solution. The
frequency dependence of absorption varies, so the frequency
at which this will start to be a problem will depend on the
type of tissue.

The assumption of perfectly reflecting walls will be dif-
ficult to achieve in practice, but materials with a large acous-
tic impedance can achieve high pressure reflection coeffi-
cients for sound traveling from water, e.g., for steel R
�0.94 and for glass R�0.8. As above, if the reflection co-
efficients are known, they can be included in the model.
�This will add to the damping of the modes.� It may be
possible to do calibration experiments in the cavity contain-
ing a known medium, such as distilled water, to ensure that
the model of the geometry and boundary conditions are well
modeled. Another possibility is to replace one of the walls
with an air �pressure-release� boundary and take into account
the R�−1 reflection coefficient when calculating the modal
information. This sort of open-topped cavity would have the
practical advantage of making the cavity more accessible for
inserting and removing samples.

C. Detectors

The question studied in this paper has been whether an
image could be obtained from reverberant measurements us-
ing one detector. Intuitively there would be advantages in
using data from more than one measurement point. First, if a
single detector happens to be positioned close to the node of
a mode, then the contribution of that mode to the measured
pressure will be below the noise floor, and it will not be
included in the image reconstruction. With two detectors, it
is less likely that a mode will be missed in this way, so in
some circumstances could improve the image. Second, if the
reverberant signal is attenuated through absorption, a par-
ticular ray may be too weak to detect by the time it reaches
the detector, but a second detector, some distance from the
first, may encounter the ray earlier in its “lifetime” and thus
with a higher signal-to-noise ratio. However, the condition-
ing of the matrix Mt, which has been the chief concern of
much of this paper, would not be improved, as its condition-
ing depends on the columns having different modal frequen-
cies, and two different detector points would still see the
same modal frequencies. Measurements recorded in different
parts of the cavity will also be affected by absorption differ-
ently, so it may be that when the absorption is significant,

multiple measurements can be used to improve the image.
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The detectors in this analysis have been assumed to be
omnidirectional, broadband, and located at a single point.
“Real” ultrasound detectors are often directional, bandlim-
ited, and of finite size. There is a class of ultrasound detec-
tors, however, which may be suitable for this application.
Optical interferometric ultrasound detectors6,24 can have a
very wide, flat, sensitivity range �from dc to �50 MHz�,
with small element sizes ��50 �m� and could be incorpo-
rated into the wall of the cavity, so not affecting the rever-
berant field.

D. Time-reversal imaging

When using time-reversal to refocus a signal through a
heterogeneous or reflecting medium, the measurements are
made at detector points and then time-reversed versions are
transmitted back into the medium from the same positions.
When time-reversal is used for imaging, the retransmission
into the medium is replaced by a simulated retransmission in
a numerical model. Experiments on time-reversing array
measurements of photoacoustic signals back to their origin
have been performed25 and time-reversal has been suggested
as a way to reconstruct a photoacoustic image26,27 when mea-
surements have been made over an array of detectors.

The time-reversal of a single photoacoustic measure-
ment in a reverberant cavity in order to form an image has
yet to be investigated, although the idea of using single chan-
nel time-reversal in a reverberant cavity to detect the location
of a point source has been studied and applied to
communication28 and touch sensitive interactive surfaces.29

In three interesting papers, Draeger and co-workers30–32 de-
scribed and analyzed experimental and numerical studies of
the time-reversal of a single point measurement of the rever-
beration generated by a point source back to its origin. These
studies were conducted using flexural waves on a chaotically
shaped silicon plate, but are analogous to the acoustic case,
and demonstrated that the signal could indeed be refocused.
A finite difference model was used to show the waves con-
verging on the point source,30 perhaps the first example of
time-reversal imaging using single channel reverberation
data. As an imaging technique, single point time-reversal dif-
fers in a number of ways to the modal inversion given here,
e.g., it requires the chaoticity of the cavity and so does not
work in a rectangular cavity,21,32 and it is inherently approxi-
mate, so can never give an exact image.

It is instructive to understand where the approximation
in single channel time-reversal arises, and why it does not
apply to the modal inversion described here. This can be
explained both in terms of modes or rays. The ray explana-
tion is that while each pulse arrives at the detector from one
specific direction, it is retransmitted in all directions, as the
omnidirectional detector does not record the direction of
arrival.32 This is similar to the approximation made in the
backprojection in Sec. III, which introduced significant arti-
facts while still roughly locating the regions of large initial
pressure. In terms of modes, the measured reverberation sig-
nal consists of a contribution from each mode weighted by
the modal amplitudes at the detector point, Am�m�xd ,yd�. The

time-reversed signal that is retransmitted into the medium �or
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the model in the case of imaging� will only excite the modes
at the detector �now transmitter� point with the same ampli-
tude. Therefore, unless the detector is at a maximum of a
mode, its contribution to the overall acoustic field will be
underestimated by �Am�m�xd ,yd��2. Draeger and Fink31 sug-
gested that the solution to this problem would be to know the
amplitude of each eigenmode at the detector point and com-
pensate for it, which is precisely the role of �m�xd ,yd� in Eq.
�7�. This amplitude effect only now remains a problem for
modes that fall below the noise floor at the detection point.
To avoid this, the detector was placed close to the corner of
the cavity where the boundary conditions enforce a maxi-
mum for all modes.

VI. SUMMARY

Photoacoustic tomography using reverberation recorded
by a single detector was proposed, and two-dimensional
simulations using a simple imaging algorithm based on a
modal inversion were described. The technique was analyzed
using a SVD, and it was shown that better quality images can
be obtained when the reverberant cavity is chaotic. The prac-
ticalities of such an imaging technique, and its advantages
over single channel time-reversal imaging, were discussed.
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